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The world record largemouth bass was caught in a makeshift wooden boat in otherwise

inaccessible water. It makes sense. Finding trophy fish in a secluded bay should be easier than

doing the same in a heavily pressured lake or impoundment. This is just one of many reasons why

kayaks are one of the most effective and versatile platforms for catching bass and this book helps

you choose, outfit and use the kayak to catch more fish. But this isn't just about fishing from kayaks.

This book is about improving your overall largemouth, smallmouth and striped bass fishing

experience. Anglers of every skill level will benefit from the secrets and strategies that obsessed

bass angler Chad Hoover has learned from years of catching trophy bass. The insight he's gained

by using his kayak to remain undetected and observe bass reacting naturally to different lure

presentations, is invaluable and guaranteed to improve your effectiveness on the water. Whether

you're an experienced angler, new to kayak fishing, or simply looking for some valuable new insight

about catching bass, Kayak Bass Fishing is an absolute must-read book that will help you catch 'em

where others can't!
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I'm new to kayak fishing but not to fishing in general. I didn't want to buy several how-to books on

kayak fishing and crossed my fingers when I ordered this one and I wasn't disappointed. Well,

maybe with one aspect- the nuts & bolts of actually buying, outfitting and using a kayak was

breezed through, I think more depth could have been added. There's enough to get started but

you'll have to search out more to fill in the gaps. There's a chapter devoted how to do just that.What



will bring me back to this book again and again I'm sure is the broad depth of information on fishing

for bass (Hey! That's the title of the book!). Seasonal patterning, how to fish different waters, lures,

equipment- it's all there.The author includes tips on techniques I'd never thought of. As an example,

I like to drop-shot for bass and the author offers a variation on that technique that seems so

obvious... you'll have to get the book to find out what it is.The color photos are great and make the

book fun to just flip through and look.Newbie or veteran- this book will fill a need for your kayak

fishing skills.

Great book to start with. Wish there were suggested less expensive rod/reel combos than what the

author uses. There are web sites devoted to the sport for additional information and answers to your

questions.

Awesome book; a tremendous source of information. I re-read this book routinely because it is so

full of information. The most practical, useful book I've read on bass fishing from a kayak. A must

read for anyone even considering fishing for bass from a yak. Since reading the book, I've also

subscribed to the author's YouTube channel to learn even more.

As someone who has fished for many years but new to the kayak approach, I have enjoyed the

book a lot.There is a lot of information on Chad's approach to fishing which was insightful to his

style of fishing. I'd recommend it for sure to anyone getting into kayak bass fishing. Good

information about kayak setup as well as bass fishing techniques that can be used throughout the

full, year-round fishing season.

This is not only a really good book about how to fish bass in a kayak and get the kayak all set up so

that it's fun to do. It's also has a lot of great information about bass fishing that would be great for a

beginner and even a seasoned angler would enjoy.

Kayak Bass fishing does an excellent job preparing beginner to intermediate kayak fisherman with

information such as lure tactic, colors, types, and tips. Chad does an excellent job making this an

easy and fun to read book.

Chad Hoover is a wealth of knowledge when it comes to kayak bass fishing. This book is laid out

very well, easy to read, and best of all has a ton of information!! I highly recommend!!



This book is very helpful and written in a no nonsence way. Goes into great detail on lures and gear

, and share a few tricks about rigging that i never thought of . A keeper
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